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be prolonged indefinitely. And these are the questions to
which, especially since the opening of this century, psychologists
of the experimental school have studied as the problem of the
transfer of training.
The work oj As far back as 1890, William James coa-
the experimenters fessed how his own faith in the transfer of
of training, so far at least as memory was
concerned, had been shaken by an experiment upon himself.
He had found that systematic practice in learning by heart one
kind of poetry did not make it easier to learn poetry of another
kind; in fact, if the practice had any effect at all, the effect was
detrimental. Suspecting that this negative result might be due
to fatigue, he got four other persons to try similar experiments,
but the gains and losses were too slight to provide any evidence
that practice was followed by increased ability to learn. Ten
years later two other American psychologists1 tried a similar
experiment with improved methods, using as one of their fields
of experiment the mental processes involved in judging length,
areas, and weights. They found that practice in estimating
short lengths, small areas, and light weights, though it produced
improvement within its own limits, produced slight improve-
ment, or none at all, in estimating greater lengths, larger areas,
or heavier weights. From this and kindred evidence they
concluded that transfer may not take place at all, and that even
when it does, improvement in one function rarely brings about
equal improvement even in a closely similar function. The
field of inquiry thus opened up has been worked, with highly
elaborated technique, by many patient investigators who have
asked what effects the memorizing of some sorts of material
has upon the memorizing of other sorts, or improved neatness
in arithmetic upon neatness in other things, or the learning of
Latin upon the writing of English, or the study of geometry
1 Messrs.   Thorndike   and   Woodworth,   American   Psychological
Review, 1901.

